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Figure 1. Freeeform Interacctive Loudspeaakers are flexiible, lightweigght and used inn interactions with everydaay objects. 
(a) The lighttweight electroostatic loudspeeakers are inttegrated in a bballoon. (b) Thhe electrostati c loudspeakerrs can be 
made into larrge curved wall surfaces. (c)) Our speaker table accepts touches and wweight on it. (dd) Tangible obbjects are 

madee speaker by eequipping themm with passivee layer of con ductive paperr. 

AABSTRACT 
WWe present freeeform interac tive loudspeakkers for creatinng 
sspatial sound experiences from a varieety of surfacees. 
SSurround sounnd systems aree widely usedd and consist of 
mmultiple electr omagnetic speeakers that creeate point sounnd 
ssources withinn a space. OOur proposed system creattes 
ddirectional souund and cann be easily embedded innto 
aarchitecture, fuurniture and mmany everyday objects. We uuse 
eelectrostatic loudspeaker  teechnology maade from thiin, 
fflexible, lightwweight and loww cost materialls and can be of 
ddifferent size aand shape. In tthis paper we propose vario us 
cconfigurations such as sinngle speaker, speaker arr ay 
taangible speakker and miccrophone connfigurations ffor 
ccreating playfuful and excitiing interactionns with spatiial 
ssounds. Our reesearch of freeeform speakerss can create neew 
ppossibilities forr the design of various interacctive surfaces. 
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IInteractive archhitecture; furnitture design; intteractions; 
eelectrostatic louudspeakers; freeeform speakerrs 
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INTROODUCTION 
Sound and visuals aare important ingredients foor creating 
interacctive systems that produ ces an engaaging and 
believaable user expperience. Tradditionally, thesse systems 
utilize a high ddefinition vis ual display alongside 
multidiimensional surrround sound ssystems to ren der precise 
spatial sounds colloccated with the aanimated visuaals. Current 
displayy technologiess, however, ppose limitatioons in the 
overalll user experiennce due to theirr structural andd functional 
limitatiions, as well as due to thhe high cost aand power 
demannds associatedd with acquuiring and using such 
technoologies. Our reesearch is insppired by such limitations 
and wee explore technnologies that arre cost effectivve, scalable 
and muulti-functional . Overcoming functional limmitations in 
everydday objects is an emerging cconceptual frammework in 
the currrent HCI commmunity [6,7,255]. 

In reccent years, reesearch conce pts like Proggrammable 
Matterr [7], Programmmable Phys ical Architecttures [26], 
Prograammable Reallity [5] and OOrganic User Interfaces 
[11] hhave been inttroduced that,, at least connceptually, 
extendds the flexibiliity and functiionality in reaal physical 
objectss and morph ththem into formms that are moore suitable 
for natatural and seammless user intteractions. Forr example, 
displayy technology has progresssed into moree flexible, 
scalablle and freeforrm configuratiions by use of organic 
electrooluminescent, eelectrophoreticc ink, liquid cryystal, LED 
and beeam-steering ttechnologies [11]. These teechnologies 
are freequently usedd in highly immmersive virttual reality 
environnments. 

On thee other hand, freeform and organic functtionality in 
sound reproductionn systems hhas been limmited and 
traditioonally large and bulky ellectromagneticc surround 
sound speakers are uused for 3D souund reproductioon (such as 
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[12]). These surround sound systems are not applicable in 
interactive and transformable spaces due to the following 
restrictions: 

 Sound localization area is limited 

 A large number of speakers are required 

 The speakers are placed throughout the environment  

 An extensive calibration process is required for a 
given space configuration 

Recently, Ishiguro and Poupyrev presented 3D speakers 
that utilized 3D printing technology and electrostatic 
loudspeaker technology to fabricate small objects with 
loudspeaker function [13].  Due to the layered feature of the 
electrostatic speaker technology, these objects, such as toys, 
emit sound all around its external surface. 

In this paper, we introduce freeform electrostatic 
loudspeakers (ESL) that can be easily integrated in 
structures, furniture and everyday objects. A simple ESL [9, 
18] consists of two layers of conductive material separated 
by an insulator medium. An alternating potential difference 
between the two conductors creates electrostatic coupling 
between them and moves the air around the layer to produce 
sound. The ESLs are lightweight, flexible, scalable, cost and 
power efficient and can be made into almost any shape and 
size. They have high durability and ideal for use in spatially 
restrictive and kinetic spaces and structures. Unlike [13], 
where the focus was to manufacture small toys and objects, 
the present work utilizes the ESL technology for large-scale 
objects, such as architecture and furniture. Moreover, we 
extend the practical use of ESL and introduced 
programmable and interactive audio environments. We call 
this system Uminari. In Japanese literature, Uminari means 
'rumbling in the sea'. 

The organization of the paper is as follows: In the next 
section we discuss relevant background related to freeform 
ESLs. This is followed by the design and evaluation of a 
series of ESLs made in our facility. A pair of preliminary 
user evaluation studies follows this. We then explore the 
application space for these loudspeakers where we have 
integrated them into architecture, furniture and everyday 
objects. The paper concludes with a discussion and remarks. 

BACKGROUND 
Freeform structures, hardware and interactions have become 
increasingly common, in recent years, which has allowed 
researchers, designers and engineers to expand their designs 
with no boundaries [7,14,19,20,22,27]. Furthermore, with 
advances in rapid prototyping techniques, 3D printing, open 
source software and novel material research, freeform 
culture has progressed in to making everyday objects, 
increasing their functionality and accessibility [4,7]. The 
challenge, however, is to incorporate functionality beyond 
the conventional modality of structures; for example, it is 
not trivial to develop a large erected wall that can be folded 

to a form that is portable and easily deployed. We are 
inspired by the physical limitations of objects and structures 
and equip them with functionality that expands user 
interactions with such objects and structures. 

User interactions on surfaces have been the focus of many 
studies in HCI where functional capabilities of surfaces 
were enhanced [2,3,6,8,15]. Incorporating modal 
functionality not only increases user interactions in these 
environments but also prompt “surprise” elements in 
controlled settings, such as in amusement parks, interactive 
installations, educational classrooms, museum exhibits 
[2,10, 24]. 

We utilize electrostatic speaker technology to enhance 
structures and everyday objects with sound reproduction 
capabilities. The technology is well explored and published 
[9,18,21] and has been applied to commercial speaker 
systems. Recently, Ishiguro and Poupyrev [13] combined 
these techniques with 3D rapid printing technology to 
fabricate the loudspeakers as small and complex shaped 
objects. This research showed high flexibility and 
scalability of electrostatic loudspeakers embedded in toys, 
ornaments, and small decorative pieces. 

The traditional method for enhancing the functional 
capabilities of objects with a sound source is to embed a 
traditional speaker in the object, such as in Acoustable [1]. 
In this case, large cavities are designed inside the object to 
place the speaker and power system, and shape of the object 
is designed to optimize the sound quality. The entire object 
resonates and produces sound as if it were coming from the 
object. However, the shape and size of the speaker highly 
depend on the size, shape, form and functionality of the 
object. Moreover, sound localization is limited and sound 
quality is greatly affected when the system is used with 
other objects. 

Another way to add sound reproduction capabilities to 
objects is to utilize the parametric speaker technology 
[16,28]. This technology utilizes ultrasound to modulate 
with the sound signal, producing highly directional sound at 
the source. This modulated sound is aimed towards objects 
equipped with a layer of special reflective material, which 
absorb the ultrasound carrier and reflects the sound as if it 
was reproduced at the object instead of at the source.  

Other alternatives for freeform speaker technology include 
the use of piezoelectric elements and electro active polymers 
in the speakers [23]. These materials are lightweight and can 
be fabricated into any shape and size. However, the raw 
material and fabrication techniques are quite expensive, and 
in the case of for large size speaker application, not practical. 

DESIGN OF FREEFORM LOUDSPEAKER 

Principles of ESL Technology
The basic principles of electrostatic sound reproduction are 
simple and were explained in detail in [9, 13]. In a simple 
construction, an ESL consists of a thin conductive 
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diaphragm and an electrode plate, separated by an 
insulation layer as shown in Figure 2. When the high 
alternating voltage difference is applied between the 
diaphragm and the electrode, then the electrostatic 
attraction forces are generated between these conductive 
layers and produce relative motion between them. The thin 
diaphragm pulls towards the electrode plate and displaces 
the air along its motion. If the high voltage is replaced by 
amplified audio signal, then the displaced air would create 
an audible signal and the diaphragm actuated with 
electrostatic force would become a speaker. 

It has been demonstrated that ESLs allow for high quality 
sound reproduction, outperforming traditional electro-
magnetic speakers in both high and medium sound 
frequency ranges [18,21].  

Configurations of ESL 
In this section we describe practical configurations of ESLs. 
These configurations will be used in applications described 
in the next section. 

Single-Side Configuration 
The single-side configuration is the simplest form of ESL 
and consists of two layers (a diaphragm and an electrode) 
separated by an insulator (Figure 2). In the ESL speakers 
reported here we connect the ground to the diaphragm and 
the audio signal to the electrode (Figure 3b). To create 
different potential between two conductive materials 
(diaphragm and body), they both had different potentials 
from the ground as shown in figure 3a. However, this is 
dangerous for the human body which normally has potential 
same as ground. It is important that interactive speakers 
embedded in objects are safe and can be touched by users. 
Therefore, the grounded electrode is placed on top and 
protects the user touching the speaker from the high-voltage 
audio source, making it safe to handle and manipulate the 
object with embedded speakers. This becomes particularly 
important in the interactive applications. This configuration 
can be used as surface of tabletops, walls, toys, floating 
objects, hanging center pieces, and many more. In this 
configuration, either the diaphragm or the electrode of both 
could be free to move and the high voltage audio signal can 
be either applied to the diaphragm or to the electrode, 
allowing ESLs to be utilized in variety of situations. 
Moreover, the ESL can be used as a microphone by 
replacing the voltage driver with a pre-amp circuitry. 

Array Configuration 
An extension of the single-side is the array configuration as 
shown in Figure 3c. The array allows ESLs to be placed 

Figure 2. Construction of an electrostatic loudspeaker 

spatially, where each loudspeaker is controlled 
independently. Multiple sound patterns can be channeled 
through individual loudspeakers creating a moving, 
expressive and dynamic sound system. All loudspeakers in 
the array can have a common ground plane. Therefore, a 
single diaphragm surface could be used with multiple 
loudspeaker electrodes. 

Passive Loudspeaker Configuration 
Figure 3d shows the passive loudspeaker configuration. In 
this configuration, high voltage electrodes and the ground 
electrodes are arranged on the same surface, and an object 
with passive diaphragm (conductive sheet) is placed on the 
surface. The surface itself cannot produce sound, however, 
the conductive surface of the object creates potential 
difference between the diaphragm and the high voltage 
electrode as well as between the diaphragm and the ground 
electrode. Changing the potential difference changes the 
electrostatic potential of the diaphragm. Therefore, the 
passive object behaves as a switch for sound reproduction. 

Advantages of Electrostatic Loudspeaker 

Ease of construction 
One of the most important features of the ESL is ease of its 
construction. Instead of winding coils in a specific manner 
around a magnet for electromagnetic speakers and 
complicated fabrication methods for piezoelectric speakers 
[17], the ESL can be made in the nominal laboratory and/or 
workshop settings using everyday components. 

Size and shape 
Due to the ease of construction and cost, the ESLs can be 
made in different sizes using the same construction 
procedure. Unlike piezoelectric and electromagnetic 
speakers, where the cost of magnet, coils and piezoelectric 
material increases exponentially with size, the cost is 
linearly related to the size of the loudspeaker. Moreover, 
the same electronic driver is used for small and large 
loudspeakers. There is no added cost or power requirements 
for the driver, which is not the case with other speaker 
technologies. And the ESLs can be made in different 
shapes, such as curved, spiral, circular, cylindrical, etc. 

Figure 3. Four configurations of ELSs. 
(a) Conventional speakers, (b) single-sided, (c) arrayed, 

and (d) passive electrostatic loudspeakers.
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WWeight 
EESLs are inhherently light and could be made wiith 
cconductive papper and sheets, such as Mylarr and Indium ttin 
ooxide (ITO) co ated polyethylene terephthalaate (PET). Othher 
cconductive materials such as Graphenne and Carboon 
nnanotube (CNNT) structure can also bee used for thhe 
cconstruction off transparent EESLs. Due too its lightweigght 
ccharacteristics, ESLs are iddeal for floatinng and hanginng 
oobjects, such aas balloons, laampshades, annd for pages of 
sstorybooks.  

PPower requiremment 
TThe overall lo udness dependds on the poteential differennce 
aacross the two surfaces, and nnot the current.. Therefore, veery 
mminute current is required to generate soundd (~ 1.5 mA). In 
eelectromagneticc speakers, ccurrent is a basis factor to 
ggenerate torquu e mass in orre to move thh der to generaate 
ssound, which ccould require hhigher amperaage especially in 
laarge size speakkers. 

CCost 
TThe minimal coonstruction of an ESL requirres two sheets of 
thhin conductivee material, wirres, tape and eelectronic driveer. 
TThese items aree quite cheap aand easily availlable in a typiccal 
ggeneral or harddware store. 

SSONIC PERFOORMANCE OF FFREEFORM E SL 
TThe performancce of ESL deppends on manyy factors, mainnly 
sshape and sizee of the speakeer surface. In this section, wwe 
mmeasure the pperformance of freeform ESLs for theeir 
rreliability and use in a varieety of interacttive applicationns. 
SSpecifically, wwe are interestted in measuriing the detail ed 
ffrequency respponse, effect of size on uniformity annd 
ddirectivity of ssound, and efffect of loadingg placed on thhe 
ddiaphragm of thhe ESL. We allso measure thee performance of 
EESL microphonne in a normaal setting. Thesse measuremennts 
aare necessary for understandinng the behavioor of ESL withh a 
vvariety of soundd and interactioons, and serve aas a reference ffor 
ddesigners extenn SL.ding the freefo rm nature of E 

TTwo test speaakers are asseembled by sttretching a thhin 
aaluminized myllar sheet on topp of a perforated stainless steeel 
ssheet. The dimeensions of the smaller loudsppeaker are 15 ccm 
loong by 15 cm wide and that of the larger arre 35 cm long bby 
119 cm wide. Thhese speakers are housed in an acrylic framme 
aas shown in Figgure 6. All meaasurements aree taken in a quiiet 
rroom with bac kground noisee level below 445 dB SPL. FFor 
teesting ESL mmicrophone, a small panel eequipped with a 
ssimple microphhone pre-amp circuitry is alsso produced  annd 
ssound recordinggs are evaluatedd. 

TThe audio signaal is generated through a pc ooutput through an 
aaudio interface and passed thrrough a transisttor based custoom 
ddriver, which ammplifies the inpput signal fromm ~1Vp-p to ~10000 
VVp-p. The positiive terminal off the output is connected to thhe 
ffixed metallic mmesh (electrodde) and the groound terminal is 
cconnected to thhe aluminized mylar. The sound is measured 
wwith a digital sound pressurre level (SPL)) meter (Exte ch 
IInstruments Coorp., model 40 7730, Nashua,, USA) place 15 
ccm away from tthe surface of thhe speaker. 

Soundd Quality 
The soound quality iis measured bby taking the frequency 
response of the largeer speaker. Instead of runninng a typical 
frequenncy sweep, wwe use single frequency sinnusoids to 
measurre gain, distortiion, harmonicss and residual bbackground 
noise llevels. Figure 4 shows the Fast Fourier Transform 
(FFT) spectrum of thhe measured soound signal at 0.5 kHz, 1 
kHz, 22 kHz and 4 kHz. The mmagnitude of thhe FFT is 
normallized by nummber of sammples. Similaar to the 
measurrements made in previous literature (suc ch as [21]) 
distortiion and harmmonics of 5000 Hz sinus oids were 
significcant and couuld be sensedd  by a normaal ear. At 
frequenncies 1000 kHzz and higher, ssignal distortionn were low 
and verry low harmonnic overtone.  

Soundd Uniformity annd Sound Direectivity 
One iimportant featture of the eelectrostatic looudspeaker 
technollogy is that thhe sound radiattes uniformly throughout 
the surrface of the sppeaker, which iis not possible with point 
sound source of electtromagnet speaakers. Figure 55 shows the 
measurrements taken ffrom the SPL mmeter at seven llocations (-
200mmm, -100mm, -50mm, 0mmm, 50mm, 1000mm and 
200mmm) along thee surface of the two eelectrostatic 
loudspeeakers. The pllotted data is nnormalized at 00 SPL of 0 
mm meeasurements.  

For thee smaller loudsspeaker, the mmaximum soundd level was 
recordeed at the cente er of the speakeer and the sounnd intensity 
is mainintained along most of the width, beforee it steeply 

Figurre 4. FFT specctrum of electrrostatic loudsppeakers at 
(a) 5500 Hz, (b) 10000 Hz, (c) 20000 Hz and (d) 44000 Hz. 

Figurre 5. Measuremment of Soundd Pressure Levvels along 
the suurface of a 1500 mm wide louudspeaker (leftft) and 350 

mm wwide loudspeakker (right). 
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rreduced towardds the edges. Siimilarly, the soound intensity of 
thhe larger loudsspeaker was noot changed acrross the width of 
thhe loudspeaker and the sound intensiity significanttly 
ddecreased beyyond its width. This shhows that thhe 
eelectrostatic louudspeakers raddiate sound uniiformly along its 
ssurface and theerefore are a ggood candidate  for maintaininng 
ssound directivitty. 

EEffect of Loadss 
AA normal ele ctromagnetic speaker geneerates sound bby 
mmoving a coill and diaphraggm. Any loadd or obstructioon 
pplaced on the diaphragm hhinders the mmotion and as a 
cconsequence the sound intensity is significanttly 
ccompromised. The ESL haas minimal efffect of loadinng 
pplaced on its diaphragm. FFigure 6 showws the effect of 
looading on thhe diaphragmm of the largger electrostattic 
looudspeaker. TThe overall shaape of the freqquency spectruum 
wwas maintainedd, however the intensity levell was reduced bby 
~~5 dB when a lload of 500 g wwas placed on tthe loudspeakeer. 

MMeasurementss of ESL Microophone 
TThe performannce of ESL microphone is assessed bby 
ccomparing the frequency respponse of the soound recorded bby 
aan ESL microophone and byy a conventioonal microphonne 
((Electro-Voice, model 635NN/D-B). Figuree 7 shows thhe 
ffrequency respoonse of both mmicrophones whhen a white noiise 
((top) and a whhistle (bottom) are played onn a conventionnal 
eelectromagneticc speaker pllaced in bettween the twwo 
mmicrophones, 220 cm from eaach microphonne. The level of 
wwhite noise is 777 dB and thatt of whistle is 95 dB measur ed 
wwith the SPL mmeter 20 cm awway from the sppeaker. The gaain 
oof the microphoones is adjustedd to record commparable levels. 

FFigure 7 showws that the sppectrum of twwo microphonnes 
mmatches in thee mid-frequenncy range; howwever, the loww-
ffrequency souund (<1000 HHz) is dampeen by the ESSL 
mmicrophone. MMoreover, the ESL recordingg has a uniforrm 
nnoise across tthe spectrum. The sound quality of ESSL 
mmicrophone cann be improvedd by software ssound processinng 
aand modified e lectronics. 

PPRELIMINARYY INTERACTIOON USER STUDDIES 
TThe sonic perfoormance of thee freeform ESLL used in vario us 
aapplications is described in the previous section. In thhis 

sectionn, we evaluaate the perforrmance of e lectrostatic 
loudsp peaker and miicrophone in two user studies. Both 
studiess are designedd to evaluate functional relliability of 
ESL wwhile a humann user interactss with them. IIn the first 
prelimiinary study, wwe compare thhe performancce of ESL 
with coonve ntional sttereo speakers in sound loca lization. In 
the seccond study, wee evaluate the pperformance e lectrostatic 
micropphone in underrstanding speecch. 

Study 1: Evaluation  of Electrosta tic Loudspeakker 
A typiical application of ESL is tto embed themm in large 
walls wwith projected imagery. Any non-collation of imagery 
and ssound will ddeteriorate thee user experrience and 
absorp ption with the ccontent. Thereffore, in the firsst study we 
measurre the localizzation performmance of an ESL and 
compaare it with convventional stereoo speakers. 

Proceddures 
We moount an ESL ( 102 cm wide bby 45 cm high)) on a wall 
and atttach conventioonal speakers (Bose, model Computer 
MusicMMonitor speakkers) on the twwo extreme siides of the 
ESL. PParticipants staand in front of tthe center of thhe ESL and 
listen tto the sound frrom ESL and sstereo speakerss. In a trial, 
a sounnd is producedd either throuugh the ESL oor through 
stereo speakers and participants inndicate if the “perceived 
sound source is direcctly in front of them”. They aare asked to 
stare sttraight at the ceenter of the ESSL and respondd by saying 
‘yes’, if they feel thhat the sound source is on tthe surface 
they arre looking at, oor by ‘no’, if ootherwise.  A 3.7 second 
animatted sound is uused throughoout the experiiment. The 
stereo speakers are bbalanced equallly to simulatee the sound 
source at the middline between the two coonventional 
speakeers. Three paa  locattions are testted. These rrticipant
locatioons are 30, 1522 and 274 cm iin front of the ESL along 
the middline of the ESSL. 

Ten paarticipants (5 mmales, 19 to 5 56 years old) taake part in 
the sttudy. None of the partiicipant reportt auditory 
impairmments. They aare recruited frrom our researrch facility 
and aree not paid for their participaation. Each paarticipant is 
tested for 60 trials (3 distances xx 2 sound souurces x 10 
repetitiions) that last s ~10 minutess. Participants also try a 
few traaining trials be fore starting thhe experiment. 

Resultss 

Figure 6. FFrequency respponse measureements of an 
electrostatic looudspeaker inn the free unloaaded state (topp) Figuure 7. Spectruum of (a) whitee noise and (b)) whistle 

aand in the loaded state (bottom) rrecoded with EESL and standdard microphoones. 
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Figure 8. Sound source localization performance of ESL 
and conventional stereo speaker 

Response

St
im

u
lu
s

/ba/ /pa/ /be/ /ve/ /he/ 

/ba/ 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

/pa/ 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 

/be/ 0.00 0.00 0.92 0.08 0.00 

/ve/ 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 

/he/ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 

Figure 8 shows proportion of ‘yes’ (p(‘yes’)) when the 
sound was produced by ESL and by conventional stereo 
speakers as a function of the location of participants. At 30 
cm separation (very close to the speaker), participants 
always responded ‘yes’ to ESL and never to the stereo 
speakers, indicating that the ESL provides the best 
collocation performance of projected imagery at close 
proximities. At distances 152 cm and 274 cm, the rating of 
ESL was high (>95% of the time); however p(‘yes’) using 
stereo speakers also started to improve. Pairwise T-tests 
showed that the localization performance was significantly 
different between 30 cm and 152 cm (p=0.04) and 30 cm 
and 274 cm (p=0.03), however it was not different between 
152 cm and 274 cm (p=0.4). In conclusion, the ESL is 
better than the stereo speakers in localizing the sound 
source on the surface, and therefore enhances the 
interactions with the projected content on the surface. 

Study 2: Evaluation of Electrostatic Microphone 
An application of the electrostatic microphone is to capture 
the sound from the environment and use it for sensing or 
communication purposes. In this preliminary study, we 
evaluate the microphone configuration of the ESL for 
speech communication. 

Procedures 
Two non-native (one male and one female) speakers utter 
five non-sense consonant-vowel (CV) syllables and are 
recorded using the ESL based microphone. These syllables 
are /ba/, /pa/, /be/, /ve/ and /he/. The first two syllables 
differ in voicing and other three syllables differ in place and 
manner of articulation.  This speech corpus is used to 
evaluate how well the phonetics can be recorded through 
the microphone. 

Twelve participants (8 males, ages 22 to 38 years old) listen 
to each of the ten syllables. Half of the participants are 
asked to guess the syllable (unprompted) and the other half 
are given possible five responses (prompted). The order of 
test syllables is randomized for each participant. The mono-
channel microphone recording is saved as stereo signal and 
played only once though a headphone worn by participants.  

Table 1. Stimulus-response confusion matrix of 
prompted speech identification using ESL microphone 

Results 
Participants correctly identified unprompted syllables 43 
out of 60 times. In many cases, /ve/ was identified as /we/ 
and /pa/ uttered by the male speaker was always responded 
as /ba/. For prompted syllables, participants correctly 
identified the syllable 88% of time. The stimulus-response 
matrix is shown in Table 1. All /pa/’s uttered by the male 
speaker were identified as /ba/, and participants made only 
one error response (/be/ identified as /ve/). In general, the 
ESL microphone transmits sound and speech signal reliably 
with the exception of /b/ from /p/ that could be due to the 
distortion in low-frequency signal by the ESL microphone. 

DESIGN SPACE AND APPLICATIONS 
In previous sections, we describe the design freedom and 
characteristics of freeform ESLs, which allows them to be 
used in wide range of applications. Due to the shape, size 
and flexibility in these ESLs, we focus the applications to 
architecture, furniture and everyday objects that have been 
made and installed for in-house testing and evaluation. In 
each subsection below, we also highlight design and 
interactions associated with each application. 

Architectures 

Large Curved Walls 
The freeform ESLs are very good candidate to embed in 
large and complex shaped walls because it has high 
flexibility of shape and it is scalable. We integrated the ESLs 
into a wall setting as shown in Figure 9. The requirements for 
the installations were: (i) An immersive multisensory 
experience, (ii) on a large high definition curved display, and 
(iii) spatial media to make animations feel real and collocate 
the sound with moving visuals.   

We fabricated an array of six ESL panels and mounted 
them on a curved frame on the wall. The array was covered 
with a single sheet of white paper, which was used as a 
surface for projected graphics. A high definition projector 
was mounted on the ceiling that projected animated video 
sequences on the wall as shown in Figure 9. Instead of 
replicating our electronic driver for six channels, we 
designed a multi-channel ESL driver, which consist of 
multiple high voltage amplifiers using a single high voltage 
power supply. A single 1000 V (1.25mA) high voltage 
supply (EMCO, model QH10) was mounted on the 
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mmotherboard thhat provided thhe high voltagee reference to uup 
too eight chann els. The soundd experience wwas designed in 
mmax/msp that cchanneled six ooutputs throughh a MOTU USSB 
aaudio interface  (model UltraLLite-mk3 Hybrrid). We divid ed 
thhe display innto six sectioons and usedd sound fadinng 
techniques to ccreate seamles s sound move ments related to 
thhe motion of aanimated objectts. 

WWe demonstraated the installlation to techhnical staff annd 
gguests visiting the facility too gather feedbback. All guessts 
aagreed that the installation waas immersive aas the sound wwas 
ccollocated withh the projectedd imagery and moved with thhe 
aanimated imageery along the wwall. They we re also intrigu ed 
bby the flexibi lity of the ESL in limitedd space. Guessts 
ffrequently movved close to the display an t d touched it. In 
oorder to avoid ppassing high vvoltages (currennt was limited to 
less than 1.25 mmA) to guests, the ground pootential electro de 
((metal mesh ppanels) was pllaced on the outside and thhe 
ddiaphragms connnected to the high voltage auudio signal weere 
pplaced in betw een the wall aand ground pottential electrodde. 
TTherefore gues ts could not touuch the diaphraagm.  

Morphing Struuctures 
OOur freeform EESLs are lightt and generatee directional annd 
uuniform soundd along the surrface of diaphhragm. We us ed 
thhese speakerss for transformming room eenvironments as 
sshown in the ccreative conceppt in Figure 100. In addition to 
thhe features of ESLs describeed above, we a lso used them to 
wwork as a micrrophone with mmodifications to the driver. In 
thhis case, the  same ESL unit was useed as a sounnd 
rreproduction aas well as the  sound recodiing device. Thhe 
rrequirements o f the installatioon were: (i) A rroom transformms 
innto different cconfigurations,  (ii) each paneel has a speakker 
aand a microphhone, (iii) souund is directioonal and targeets 
sspecific guest from the auddience, and (iiv) transforminng 
ppanels must be lightweight. 

FFigure 10 shows the movving speaker structure. Thhe 
looudspeaker paanels were susppended by thinn strings, whoose 
lengths were ccontrolled by a series of sservomotors. BBy 
vvarying the length of strings, the artist couldd vary the heigght 
aand alignment of each panel.. A user whisppered to the ESSL 
aand the sound was played baack through thhe speaker arraay. 
TThe recorded s ound was proccessed in a maxx/msp patch annd 
ppassed throughh the speaker aarray to create animated sounnd 
eexperience with dynamicallly morphing structures. Thhe 
innstallation wass used for interrnal testing andd measurementts. 

FFurniture 

Innteractive Tablletops 
IIn this installmment, we integrrated an array oof nine freeforrm 
EESLs on the toop surface of a wooden tablle and enhanc ed 
taabletop activitty between useers. Eight speaakers are plac ed 
rradially across the table andd the ninth cirrcular speaker is 
eembedded in the center ass shown in FFigure 11. Thhe 

Figurre 9. Freeformm ESLs are arr anged to formm a curved 
projecction surface. TThe sound andd animated graphics are 

collocated ussing the arrayeed configuration. 

Figurre 10. A user iinteracts with moving ceilingg panels 
that ccan record useers’ sound andd play them at different 

loccations in the rroom. 

centerppiece was also  mounted withh a subwoofer to produce 
low-freequency soundd. The setup wwas similar to thhat used in 
the larrge curved waall installation above. A proojector was 
mounteed on the ceiliing to project animated imaages on the 
table. TThe resulting installation waas used in an interactive 
dinningg situation whhere dynamic sounds weree produced 
while uusers had a dinnner served on the table.  

Six higghly skilled cooncept designerrs and media aartists, who 
evaluatted the perrformance off ESL and provided 
recommmendations. TThe main feeedback was that the 
installaation had a surprise elemment and could not be 
achieved only withh normal louudspeakers. TThe sound 
localiz zation was effefective but souund levels werre low and 
distorteed. We modifified the amplififier driver notinng that the 
amperaage would be lost in transisstor circuitry. The larger 
amperaage (10 mA) immproved both tthe quality andd perceived 
loudneess of the soundd. Due to the mminimal effect of loading 
on ESL, the food sserved on the table did not affect the 
sound quality. Guestss also spilled wwater on the tabble that did 
not afffect the sound aand safety quallity. 
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Figure 11. The surface oof a large rounnd table is embbedded with aan array of freeeform electrosstatic loudspeaakers. 

CCushions 
BBy using sofft conductive cloth - cusshions, pillowws, 
mmattresses andd similar soft materials can  also reproduuce 
ssound. Figure 112 shows an E SL pillow. Thee pillow is madde 
bby wrapping two layers off conductive cloth around a 
ppillow. Each cconductive layyer acts like aa diaphragm. A 
nnormal non-coonductive fabrric covers thee, thus isolatinng 
cconductive diapphragm from ddirect user conntact. Low sounnd 
levels were repproduced by thhe soft pillow speaker becauuse 
thhe distance b etween the twwo diaphragmss was not cloose 
eenough to reprroduce enoughh audible soundd pressure leveel. 
HHowever, whenn a user put thhe head on the pillow, then thhe 
ddiaphragms aree pressed againnst each other aand produce ligght 
pperceivable souund. This soun d level was suffficient to utilize 
thhe pillow, beccause the headd (and conseqquently the earrs) 
wwould be directtly placed on thhe pillow. 

OOther Everydaay Objects 

TToys and Tang ibles
IIn all previous  cases, we implemented thee active mode of 
thhe freeform EESL, that is, thhe entire speakker configuratioon 
wwas integrated onto the surface, for exampple, on the waall 
ssurface or onn the table ssurface. In ssome situationns, 
innteractions w ere desired wwith passive tt ts.angible objec 
HHere an object equipped withh a passive diaaphragm layer is 
pplaced on a fixxed electrode ppattern embeddded on a surfacce. 
FFigure 13 showws a table wiith a grid pattern made froom 
cconductive tapee and the tangiible object. The tangible objeect 
oonly creates soound when plaaced on the taable and can bbe 
uused as toys forr playful user eexperience.  

FFloating Speakers 
TThe lightweighht nature of ESL allows them to be a 
ccandidate for flloating lightweeight objects, ssuch as balloonns, 
aas shown in Figure 1. In this case, thhe high voltagge 
eelectrode was placed insidee the balloonn and the outter 
ddiaphragm layyer was grounnded. The quuality of sounnd 
rreproduced witth these floatinng loudspeakerss depends on thhe 
ppressure of air iinside the ballooon. An inflateed balloon wouuld 
ggenerate louderr sound than a hhalf inflated baalloon. 

DDISCUSSION AAND CONCLUUDING REMARRKS 
IIn this paper, we have expllored programmmable matter to 
rreproduce sounnd for everydaay interactionss, by integratinng 

loudsp peakers into surrounding architectures, furniture, 
tangiblle objects, sofft materials, ffloating and mmany other 
everydday objects. We have modified thhe current 
electroostatic speakerr technology aand configure ed them to 
producce durable, saafe and interacctive environmments. The 
resultinng freeform eelectrostatic looudspeakers arre flexible, 
lightweeight, scalable and inexpensiive. 

In a seeries of experiimental measuurements, we ddetermined 
that ESSL has followinng characteristtics: 

 Low frequeency sounds aare distorted hhigher than 
the high freqquency soundss. 

 The sound rradiates out off the entire surrface of the 
diaphragm. 

 The sound i s highly directtional 

 The effect oof loading on thhe diaphragm iis minimal. 

The coonstruction of freeform ESLL is simple annd requires 
compoonents that are easily availabble in a typicall workshop 
setting g. These compponents are selected on th e basis of 
applicaations they weere used in; ffor example, llightweight 
and paaper-like Alum minized Mylar ssheet was usedd in balloon 
and a solid metallicc mesh was uused in the wwall. Other 
materiaals such as copper platees, conductivee ink and 
transpaarent ITO coul ld also be utilizzed. 

Figuure 12. The freeeform electrosstatic loudspeaakers are 
flexible aand used in a ssoft cushion. 
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Figure 13. Tangible and everyday objects become interactive speakers by placing them on an electrode grid. 

Another advantage of the freeform ESL is that it can be 
configured to many possible configurations with slight 
modification in the structure. Because of the electrostatic 
coupling generated between the two conductive surfaces 
and the relative motion between these surfaces produces 
sound, any one of the surface could be used as a diaphragm 
and any surface could be grounded while the other is 
connected to the high voltage. The quality of sound does 
not vary with changing the polarity of the speaker. 

One important feature of the freeform ESL is that the entire 
diaphragm surface vibrates and reproduces sound. This is 
different than the conventional electromagnetic speakers, in 
which the coils around the magnet vibrates and the motion 
is translated to the diaphragm. This provides two 
advantages in favor of ESL. 

1) The loading on the loudspeaker diaphragm only hinders 
the movement of the surface directly under the loading. 
Other parts of the speaker will still vibrate and generate 
sound. Unlike conventional speaker where the loading 
affects the entire sound generation process, the sound 
quality in electrostatic loudspeakers is slightly 
depreciated with the loading. 

2) The sound emits uniformly and a user walking along a 
wall equipped with an ESL would feel that the sound 
source is moving along him/her. This is not possible with 
conventional speakers as the perceived sound intensity 
decreases as the user move away from the speaker and 
vice versa. Therefore, electrostatic loudspeakers also 
enhance the sound listening experience. 

Safety Issues 
In practice, we have used a low-power, high-voltage direct 
current power supply to amplify the sound signal up to 
1000 V. The output current, however, is limited to 1.25 
mA. Therefore, when a user touches the high voltage 
diaphragm only, they do not feel an electrical shock. But if 
the user touches both the high voltage diaphragm and the 
ground electrode, it can be painful and dangerous. 

One way to prevent direct user contact with the high 
voltage source is to isolate the electrodes by placing them 
inside the objects and structures that are not accessible 
during interactions. In all configurations proposed in this 

paper, (except for tangible passive loudspeakers) we have 
placed the high voltage electrode inside the structure and 
covered it by the ground electrode. Moreover, these 
electrodes were insulated to reduce any mishap due to 
accidental contact between the skin and electrode. The 
resulting ESL are safe but care must be taken during 
fabrication, testing and installation of ESLs. 

In future we will add isolation breakdown detection circuits 
for ensuring that these speakers are more safe and 
interactive.  

Limitations 
Current freeform ESLs are handmade and there are 
variations in between the speakers. These variations are 
mainly due to not maintaining uniform tension along the 
surfaces and maintaining uniform distance between the two 
electrode surfaces. This results in poor sound quality and 
inconsistent sound production throughout the surface. 
However, these procedural variations can be reduced in a 
calibrated production process. 

The freeform ESLs could produce sound levels up to 80 dB. 
Replacing the high voltage source to higher voltage can 
produce higher sound levels. However, this will also 
increase the safety concern and increase the thickness of the 
insulation protective layer, and ultimately the size and 
weight of each speaker. 

The inherent nature of the freeform ESL is that it distorts 
low frequency content of the incoming sound. Therefore, 
low frequency sound should be filtered out in the pre-
processing stage to eliminate distortions and artifacts. The 
ESL can be combined with a low frequency subwoofer to 
play the entire spectrum of sound signal. It should be noted 
that high frequency sound is more important in sound 
localization, therefore augmenting the low frequency 
subwoofer would only complement the sound perception 
and the main interaction could be still done with the ESL. 

The ESL structure can be used as a microphone by replacing 
the high-voltage driving amplifier with a pre-conditioning 
amplifier. In addition to the sound input, the ESL 
microphone could also be used to detect locations and 
interactions of users in front of the ESL. Moreover, ESL can 
also be used for haptic feedback by optimizing the low-
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frequency (< 500 Hz) response. These functionalities of ESL 
require further exploration and will be investigated in future. 

In spite of limitations in the current freeform ESL, we have 
integrated them in to a large variety of user interaction 
scenarios. We believe that these loudspeakers will expand 
in to new modality for programmable matter and interactive 
surfaces. 
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